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SCAT table and Call Numbers not in SCAT
Topics
What is the problem?
Data analysis
Temp  resolution
Remaining problems
Next step
1. What is the problem?
Age of Collection
Collection Development
Run stats in Statistics mode
The Two System Generated Files

Index Rules: Bibs
Index Rules: Items
Report from Daniel   
SCAT TABLE Oct 25 2011
USES DEWEY and LC CLASSES and two Accession number ranges (DV and VT)
OMITS
Gov Docs SuDocs classification
360,000 Federal
44,000 Wash. State
90,463 Maps
Some maps and federal docs are in LC class
Microforms in accession number ranges
MH 15,600 microfiche
MF 43 microfilm
MM 3000 microfilm
MP 3800 microcards (Landmarks of science)
MC 200 audio cassettes
CD 4000 audio CDs
RD 7500 vinyl discs (LPs)
Take a Closer Look
SUDOC# D1 = Dept. of Defense
2. Analysis Results
Dewey: Category = 0, No Description
Some letter overlap in the LC # and SuDoc
# ranges
Some LC call # are not included in the SCAT table
DT703-DT995
E885-E908
HF1275-1385
HF4055-4572
HF5550-5573
HF6201-6486
JZ
….
DT703-DT995 are not included in the SCAT table 
Africa History from LC Classification
3. Temp resolution
Work with the Government Document Department  
for SuDoc Ranges and Descriptions 
Compromise: Conflict Resolution
For example, from the original SCAT table, the entry is as below:
053 > D   0001       D   0899.999     43     History(General)
After adding SuDoc ranges, the entries become as below:
061 > D   0000       D   0305.999    625     U.S. Dept. of Defense
062 > D   0306       D   0899.999     43     History(General)
The problem: 
There are about 1,600 LC # that range from D1 to D305 overlapping 
with SuDoc#.
The size of SuDoc # ranges from D1 – D305 is about 10,500, which is 
much bigger than LC # ranges.
This is not an ideal resolution but a compromise.
Refined Results
Results

Report Before(10-21-11) Now (02-24-12)
Age of
Collection
270,757 27,275
Coll. Develop. 445,637 29,998
Bib Stats 262,262 13,693
SCAT Table Former Current
Entries Total 560:
10 for Dewey
2 for Video and DVD
548 for LC
Total  671:
10 for Dewey
548 for LC
11 for Accession
100 for SuDoc
Categories 0 for Dewey
1-548 for LC
998-999 for Video and 
DVD
0 for Dewey, 1-548 for
LC, 600-3000 for 
SuDoc, 3001-9999 for 
Accession
4. Remaining Problems
5. Next Step
